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During the 24th Jyväskylä Summer School, 
four courses are organized which have a 
strong connection to the work done at our 
accelerator laboratory JYFLACCLAB. The 
courses are:
•	 PH1: Basics of Operating an On-Line 

Recoil Separator (FYSV422), 18.-
22.8.2014

•	 PH2: Mean-Field Description of 
Atomic Nuclei (FYSV423), 11.-
15.2014

•	 PH3: Radiation Effects in Nano- and 
Microelectronics (FYSV424), 6.-
8.8.2014

•	 PH5: How Can We See Nuclei? – An 
Overview of Nuclear Structure and 
the Role of Isospin Quantum Number 
(FYSV426), 11.-15.8.2014

In courses PH2 and PH5 students are 
introduced to some aspects in theoretical 
nuclear physics. Courses PH1 and PH3 
are experimentally oriented and include 
hands-on work in a real environment in our 
accelerator laboratory.

The Jyväskylä Summer School is 
aimed for students at post-graduate level 
and more detailed information (including 
registration) can be found from http://www.
jyu.fi/summerschool. 

The 24th 
Jyväskylä 
Summer School, 
August 2014

Research Professor Paul Greenlees, 
the co-leader of the Nuclear Spectroscopy 
group and ERC grant holder was appointed 
as a full Professor starting 1st September 
2013. Paul has been involved in several 
international activities in the field and 
is currently responsible for the Finnish 
contribution to CERN-ISOLDE via the 
Helsinki Institute of Physics.

A new Professor for the 
Nuclear Spectroscopy group

Dr. Paul Greenlees, the new 
professor and his daughter Elsa

Next Call for Proposals
Deadline: March 15, 2014

Following 15 years of successful and 
intense leadership, Professor Rauno Julin 
has stepped down from his duties as Head 
of the Accelerator Laboratory as he was 
recently elected to the University Board. 
Rauno has been replaced by Professor Ari 
Jokinen as of 1st January 2014. The whole 
of the Accelerator Laboratory thanks Rauno 
for his tireless efforts during his term as 
director. Ari Jokinen will also serve as a 
vice head of the Physics Department over 
the next four years.

New director of Accelerator 
Laboratory

http://www.jyu.fi/summerschool
http://www.jyu.fi/summerschool
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A proposal to the Academy of Finland 
for the design and construction of a novel 
ECR ion source and upgrade of ion-
beam manipulation instrumentation of 
the IGISOL facility was awarded a FIRI 
infrastructure grant of 1.34 M€.  The ion 
source group has now started the design 
work for a new room temperature 18 GHz 
ECR ion source. It will be operational in 
2016 and a considerable improvement in 
terms of ion beam intensity and energy 
(charge state of ions) is expected. The 
IGISOL group will upgrade the gas handling 
system of IGISOL with cryocooling and 
improve the performance of JYFLTRAP 
by	introducing	a	Multi-Reflection	Time-of-
flight	spectrometer	to	the	setup.	

Funding for a 
new ECR ion 
source and 
IGISOL upgrade

2013 marked an impressive year in the 
progress of the IGISOL-4 commissioning 
phase. In addition to test and development 
time, 40 days of cyclotron beam time were 
used	 for	five	PAC-approved	 experiments.	
One highlight was the visit by an external 
group of experimenters in November/
December led Bertram Blank and his 
colleagues from Bordeaux. That run focused 
on measurements of beta-decay half-lives 
and branching ratios of mirror nuclei. 

The coming year promises much 
activity and has already been a very busy 
time for the local group. Our colleagues 
from	 the	UK	 saw	 in	 the	first	 experiment	
of 2014 with collinear laser spectroscopy 
of	 fission	 fragments.	 Soon	 after,	 visitors	
from York and Aarhus, Denmark, utilized 
the new MCC30/15 cyclotron in a week of 
successful yield testing for the production 
of 12N. In the past month, an impressive 
group of approximately 25 visitors mainly 
from Valencia in Spain, and Subatech, 
Nantes, in France arrived along with three 
tonnes of equipment. In two back-to-back 
experiments geared at measurements of the 
beta-decay strength of 100Tc and a study of 
nuclei relevant for precise predictions of 

Members (current and old) of the IGISOL group along with some of our DTAS collaborators at a 
morning shift. JYFLTRAP can be seen in its high voltage cage in the background behind the TAS 
device and related electronics. In addition, the tape station from Strasbourg is in use. Unfortunately 
many people who have worked hard to realize the experiment, both local and visitors, are not 
present.

A new era of physics opportunities commences at 
IGISOL-4

reactor neutrino spectra, JYFLTRAP has 
been used to provide high purity beams 
for a new total absorption gamma ray 
spectrometer (DTAS). The latter device 

consists of 18 NaI crystals and has been 
designed to be used by the DESPEC 
collaboration at NUSTAR, FAIR. IGISOL-4 
is	therefore	finally	back	in	business!

After the final acceptance of the 
MCC30/15 cyclotron it took a long time 
before it could be taken into regular use. 
The emittances of 18 MeV and 30 MeV 
proton beams were measured, and the beam 
transmission simulations confirmed the 
already seen result that the transmission 
from the cyclotron to the IGISOL target 
was too low. The bottle neck was the dipole 
magnet vacuum chamber connecting the 
cyclotron line to the IGISOL primary beam 
line. A new vacuum chamber was designed 
and built according to beam simulations 
and constraints from the dipole magnet 
pole gap. New transmission tests resulted 
in 90 % transmission at 30 MeV and 86 % 
at 18 MeV. It was promising that maximum 
intensities were obtained with calculated 

The MCC30/15 cyclotron ready for 
use

settings.
Cooling of the cyclotron magnet was 

upgraded with a booster pump for a larger 
cooling	water	 flow	 in	 order	 to	 limit	 the	
magnet temperature rise. This will shorten 
the	settling	time	of	the		magnetic	field.

The full operation of the cyclotron is 
still limited by operator resources. We have 
not yet trained student operators to run 
the MCC30/15 cyclotron. The permanent 
operators and a few persons from the 
IGISOL staff are not enough to operate the 
cyclotron continuously longer than a couple 
of days. This will be addressed in the near 
future. Finally, a new RF-driven ios source 
will	replace	the	filament	source	which	has	
a limited lifetime.
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JYFL-ACCLAB on Finland’s roadmap 
of research infrastructures

The Finnish Research Infrastructure 
Committee (FIRI Committee) has updated 
Finland’s national roadmap for research 
infrastructures in 2013. The JYFL 
Accelerator Laboratory (JYFL-ACCLAB) 
is included in this roadmap. The updated 
roadmap will be published on 14th of 
March 2014.  After the two-stage selection 

As a recognition of the active research in 
the	field,	the	organizing	responsibility	of	the	
12th European Conference on Accelerators 
in Applied Research and Technology 
(ECAART) was given to JYFL. It will be 
held in Jyväskylä 3-8.7.2016. The topics of 
this conference cover a wide range of uses 

ECAART conference will be held in 
Jyväskylä 2016

In a Tekes funded project RECENART 
- Research Center for Art, the art historical 
research	and	scientific	methods	are	used	to	
examine the authenticity and origin of art 
objects as well as archaeological artefacts. 
The goal of the project is to establish a 
new Nordic Research Centre for Art in 
Jyväskylä. The ion beam analysis facilities 
at the Pelletron accelerator will have an 
important role in the pilot studies performed 
during 2014. For more info, please visit 
http://www.jyu.fi/recenart.

RECENART 
brings cultural 
heritage artefacts 
to JYFL-ACCLAB

of accelerators from ion beam analysis to 
hadron therapy and from semiconductor 
research to cultural heritage studies. 
The conference will be chaired by Timo 
Sajavaara and vice-chaired by Kai Arstila 
and Ari Virtanen. The beautiful conference 
logo is designed by Mari Napari.

process the international evaluation panel 
wrote in its report: “The JYFL-ACCLAB 
is the most important international research 
infrastructure in Finland and offers 
infrastructure for research and applications 
in	a	large	variety	of	fields.”

An advanced course on Techniques for 
Nuclear and Accelerator-Based Physics 
Experiments has been organized for twenty 
JYFL students this spring. It includes 48 
hours of lectures given by nine researchers 
of JYFL-ACCLAB with topics including: 
•	 Interaction of radiation with matter and 

radiation detection techniques
•	 Introduction	to	in-flight	ion	separation
•	 Materials characterization with ion 

beams
•	 Methods to study nuclear ground state 

properties
•	 Methods for studies and applications 

of radiation effects
•	 Laser spectroscopic methods for the 

determination of nuclear ground state 
properties

•	 Methods in high-energy physics 
In addition, a substantial emphasis 

during the course is put on nine hands-on 
laboratory exercises, where groups of 3 - 5 
students spend a whole day setting up a 

measurement system utilizing equipment 
available at JYFL-ACCLAB . 

These systems employ instruments 
like the Pelletron accelerator, RITU- recoil 

Nuclear physics course with hand-on exercises

separator, IGISOL facility, lasers and the 
RADEF radiation facility. Supervision 
of these exercises is taken care by young 
researchers of the JYFL-ACCLAB.

Jaakko Julin (left) introducing students to Pelletron experimental set-up before the hands-on 
laboratory exercise.
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The next deadline for submission of 
proposals and letters of intent is March 
15, 2014. Proposals should include an 
abstract/summary. A justification of 
the beam time requested, based on cross-
sections,	 detector	 efficiencies,	 etc.	 should	
be given. If a proposal is the continuation 
of an existing experimental program at the 
JYFL Accelerator Laboratory, a summary of 
the status of the project should be included. 
Proposals and letters of intent should be sent 
(preferably	as	a	postscript	or	pdf	file)	to	the	
Program Advisory Committee secretary 
Mikael Sandzelius (address: see below) 

Name Responsibility e-mail 
Ari Jokinen Scientific	Director,				 ari.s.a.jokinen@jyu.fi
 IGISOL
Juha	Uusitalo	 RITU	 juha.uusitalo@jyu.fi
Paul	Greenlees	 γ-	and	e--spectroscopy	 paul.greenlees@jyu.fi
Pauli Heikkinen Technical Director pauli.heikkinen@jyu.fi 
Mikael Sandzelius Beam-time	schedule,		 mikael.sandzelius@jyu.fi
 PAC secretary  
Iain	Moore	 Laser	spectroscopy	 iain.d.moore@jyu.fi	
Wladyslaw	Trzaska	 HENDES,	LSC,	dE/dx	 wladyslaw.h.trzaska@jyu.fi	
Ari	Virtanen	 Applications	 ari.virtanen@jyu.fi
Timo	Sajavaara	 Accelerator-based	materials	 timo.sajavaara@jyu.fi	
 physics 
Hannu	Koivisto	 ECR	ion	sources	 hannu.koivisto@phys.jyu.fi	
Arto	Lassila	 Control	system	 arto.lassila@phys.jyu.fi	
Jaana	Kumpulainen	 Radiation	safety	 jaana.k.kumpulainen@jyu.fi	

and include the Proposal Summary Sheet 
mailed with this News letter. This form is 
also available from the JYFL WWW-pages. 
You are encour aged to contact anyone in the 
Contact List at the end of this Newsletter for 
more information.

From 1st September 2010, the JYFL 
Accelerator Laboratory is one of the EU-
FP7-IA-ENSAR-Infrastructures offering 
a certain amount of supported access to 
the users from the EU and associated 
countries.

Requests for such support (travel and 
living expenses during experiments) should 

be	attached	to	the	scientific	proposal.
All publications resulting from work done 

at the Accelerator Laboratory should also 
contain the following acknowledgement:

This work has been supported by the EU 
7th framework programme “Integrating 
Activities - Transnational Access”, project 
number: 262010 (ENSAR) and by the 
Academy of Finland under the Finnish 
Centre of Excellence Programme 2012-
2017 (Nuclear and Accelerator Based 
Physics Research at JYFL).

How to contact us:

Department of Physics
P.O. Box 35 (YFL)

FI-40014 University of Jyväskylä
Finland

Fax: +358 14 617 411
                              

https://www.jyu.fi/physics
 

The Programme Advisory Committee

Wolfram Korten, Chairman, CEA, Saclay, France
Gerda Neyens , KU Leuven , Belgium
Thomas Nilsson, Chalmers University of Technology, 
Sweden
Marek Pfützner, Warsaw University, Poland
Philip M. Walker, University of Surrey, UK
Dario Vretenar, University of Zagreb, Croatia

Mikael	Sandzelius,	Scientific	Secretary	(JYFL)

Next Call for Proposals
Deadline: March 15, 2014


